The polymodal sensory neuron must transform disparate stimuli such as heat and touch into informative neural activity that relays the physical description of the stimulus to the nervous system. Like mammalian sensory neurons, polymodal md sensory neurons from Drosophila express multiple channel types including members of the Deg/ENaC, Trp and Piezo channel families, that are required for md neurons to respond to a broad
A Molecular Sensory Network
The polymodal sensory neuron must transform disparate stimuli such as heat and touch into informative neural activity that relays the physical description of the stimulus to the nervous system. Like mammalian sensory neurons, polymodal md sensory neurons from Drosophila express multiple channel types including members of the Deg/ENaC, Trp and Piezo channel families, that are required for md neurons to respond to a broad Stimulus discrimination by the polymodal sensory neuron James D. Stockand and Benjamin A. Eaton* Department of Physiology; University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio; San Antonio, TX USA range of noxious stimuli including chemical, mechanical, or thermal. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Existing data about these channel proteins are consistent with them possessing unique biophysical properties. Thus, they are able to generate currents with unique and discrete properties. Whether the biophysical properties of the individual channels are sufficient to inform the nervous system about the nature of stimuli remains unclear. Considering the data demonstrating the genetic separation of sensory modalities in invertebrates, a simple model is that the channels sensing these modalities function in parallel and that perception is the result of a unique current signature produced from the specific combination of channels responding to a distinct stimuli (Fig. 1A) .
Interestingly, some Trp channels, such as the Painless or TrpA1 channels, are required in the md neuron for the appropriate response to more than one sensory modality. [4] [5] [6] [7] In addition, genetic epistasis analysis of channel protein mutants in flies finds that these channels are arranged in genetic pathways. For example, in Drosophila md sensory neurons the mechanosensitive Piezo channel, the Trp family member Painless and the Deg/ENaC family member Ppk1 are all required for mechanical nociception. [1] [2] [3] Genetic epistasis finds that Piezo and ppk1 function independently during mechanical nociception but that Piezo and painless function in the same genetic pathway (Fig.  1B) . 2 Combined with the observation that Painless is required for multiple modalities in md neurons, these data suggest an organization where Trp channels function downstream of Deg and Pzo channels in a sensory network (Fig. 1B) . This organization could allow for the encoding of (ADSR) waveform used by moog synthesizers to generate sounds as diverse as a cymbal crash to a low hum (Fig. 1C) . The utility of the ADSR waveform for information encoding is demonstrated by the broad range of unique waveforms that can be generated as well as the ability of this waveform to report changes in the quality of stimuli over time.
14 Thus, perception by md sensory neurons could consist of the activation of unique sets of currents (RA and SA) that generate a cellular current signature resulting in a unique bursting event that sufficiently describes the stimuli. Further comparisons of sensory neuron bursting, channel currents and the resulting behavior will be required to determine how the biophysical properties of channels can guide behavior.
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of function mutation in Ppk1 that alters channel gating generates a sustained burst of action potentials reflective of the more sustained adaptation of the mutant channel. Importantly, larvae harboring this mutant Ppk1 channel have impaired nociception, providing evidence that the adaptation kinetics of the Ppk1 channel is important for encoding information about the nature of the stimuli. Also consider Drosophila larvae that have the same behavioral response to harsh touch and high heat, even though these modalities utilize distinct collections of channel proteins. 2, 4 If the current signature of the md neuron encodes information about the nature of the stimuli, than we predict that the current signatures generated by harsh touch and high heat should be very similar. Although data from heterologous cells support that the channels supporting this behavior have similar adaptation kinetics, it will be important to extend these analyses into sensory neurons to evaluate the bursting patterns generated during nociceptive stimuli.
Because our stimulation of Ppk1 is heterotypic, it remains to be seen what the in vivo bursting pattern of md neurons during stimulation is. One possibility is that these currents combine to create a distinct current waveform with a shape that describes the stimulus. This waveform could resemble the attack-decay-sustain-release a broader range of stimuli and places Trp channels as critical modifiers of incidence detection.
Feel the Music
The collection of ion channel currents found in sensory neurons can be characterized by their nonstationary response to continued stimulation: currents that rapidly adapt (RA) resulting in transient responses, slowly adapting (SA) currents resulting in a persistent response and currents that are intermediate to RA and SA in adaptation (IA) to stimuli. 1, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Furthermore, sensory neurons can contain multiple adapting currents for the same modality. 1 During stimulation it is predicted that a large number of channels, conducting both RA and SA currents, are recruited contributing to a cell-wide current signature that is representative of the stimuli. Currently there is little evidence that the current signatures generated in md neurons during stimulation encode sensory information.
We find that Drosophila md neurons harbor molecularly distinct RA and SA acid-sensitive currents. Specific activation of the RA current generated by the Ppk1 channel is sufficient to generate a burst of action potentials that precisely reflects the kinetics of the adaptation of this Ppk1-dependent current. 1 Furthermore, a gain 
